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Paper Given at Forestry Seminar
By L. H. Pammel
Botany hats played a very conspicuous part in connection
with forestry work. Most of us know too little about the
published works pertaining to this subject. I shall begin
with one of the oldest dendrologists of this country, namely
Michaux. I am fortunate to be able to show you here his
two v,olumes of "North American Silva". The father and
son w`ere both interested in th,e subject of plants. The father
was sent out by the French Government to explore parts of
North America and bring back such plants as were worthy
of cultivation, for the French Govemment. Subsequently,
the s'on also made exploration of parts of North America
and the United States, and went on into Canada. The
younger Michaux got himself into trouble with the United
States because he worked for a French foothold in this
country. He settled in the Carolinas and made a trip up the
Mississippi.

Another botanist whose work is of considerable interest
to the foresters is Thomas Nuttal1, of English birth, who
traveled lextensively in North America and later published
a supplement to the "Silva of North America''. He attained
considerable fame as a botanist and described many North
American plants. Thomals Nuttall, in his work of explol~ation, touched Iowa. He also did some collecting in Arkansas
and subsequently crossed the continent. In addition to his
work as .a travel,er, he described most of the plants that
were collected by Lewis and Clark on their exploring expodition. Th-omas Nuttall llanded in Philadelphia and was a
printer by trade. He did not have the education that the
high school boy of today has, certainly not as muclh as the
average college boy. However-, he became interested in
botany and later became connected with Harvard University as direcltor of the Botanical Garden at Cambridg'e,
Massachusetts. Later he left the United States and died in
England. Much valuable information on the early history of
botany in this country may be obtained from Dr. Harshberger's work on Philadelphia botanists. Nearly all of tke
early botanists of this country lived or spent some time in
Philadelphia. Mention might be made here of such men as
Burton, Rafinesque and Schweinitz.
Next in point of historic interest to the foresters is the
book of Emerson's on "Trees of Massachusetts'', published
in 1846. The report of the trees and shrubs growing nat-
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urally ill Massachusetts was published as one of the publications of the Massachusetts state Department of Agriculture.
Massachusetts, by the way, is noted for its fine state
publications. Among others I want to mention ttThe Grasses
of Massachusetts'J, by Flinlt.
Next is the work of Dr. George Engelmann, a physician
and graduate from one of the Germa.n universities. As a
student hte became greatly interested in the subject of botany. His first paper was a thesis, a study on the metamorphosis of plants, in which he discussed certain teratological
structures of plants.
Engelmann came here in the forties and settled at Bellvillle, I.llinlois, where he practiced medicine for a time, later
becoming a leading physician in st. Louis.
VThile no one in the united states had a more comprehensive knowledge of tl-ees of North Amelaica than did Dr.
Goo. Englelmann, we are interested in him also from another
viewpoint: He became intimately acquaintled with Henry
Shaw, a very wealthy bachelor of st. Louis, who left a large
endowment to take care of the Missouri Botan`ical Gardens
which h,e established during his lifetime. The establishment of these gardens was largely due to the interest of Dr.
George Engelmann and Asa Gray, as Engelmanr, induced
Henry Shaw to buy a large collection of plants and start a
botanical museum. Dr. Engelmann's coll`ection was later deposited in lthe MissouI-i Botanical Garden. During the life of
Dr. Engelmann, even Dr. Gray relied upon him for the idemtification of some trees. The coll,ected writings of Dr. Engelman were publilshed by Henry Shaw and edited by Dr. Asa
Gray and Dr. Win. Trelease.
Dr. Engelmann was responsible for the naming of a
great many trees in the United States. Not only did he know
these from herbarium specimens, but his summer vacations
were ta.ken in the field, where he studied trees. He left a
very great impression on the subject of dendrology in the
United States.
Dr. Asa Gray was, wit;bout doubt, the leading botanist in
the United States. No one has ever attempted to take that

honor away from him and I am sure no botanist in the united Sta.tes since Dr. Gray has been lequal to him in taking
up philosophical questions. I may say here that Dr. Asa
Gray was one of the four leading botanists of the world duI'ing his lifetime. The others were Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker,
Dr. George Bentham and A. DeCandolle.
It is of special interest for us to know that Dr. Gray dt+
livened his presidentiall address as president of the American
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Association for the Advancement of Science at Dubuque,
Iowa, in 1872, when ,the aslsociatiOn met in that City. Thle
subject was 'tsequoia and Its History'', a proper One for discussion at this noted gathering of scientists because of the
interest in evolution at that time. He also published a most
interesting paper on ''Forest Trees'', in which paper there lS
a lot of valuable material. I do not know of another Paper
which will give one so com,prehensive a survey of relation^~,
of botany to geology as this paper does. It was published in
the American Joumal of Science.
Din. Gray left his impr,elslsion in another Way in the

{tstudy of Trees of North America''. He made a I,rip across
the continent, crossing Iowa to Omaha and Denver; then
made a trip to the clear creek canyon country. The old
town of Graymont was named after him. He made a study
of the flora of the high mountains and for the first time
saw growing many of the plants described by him. In the
paper mentioned above he took up the relationship of trees
to environmental factors. Dr. Gray started thle publication
of a comprehensive work on trees of North America, with
drawings by sprague, but holy one fascicle of this appeared.
Dr. Charles Sprague was an artist employed by Dr. Gray
to make drawings in his text book of botany.
Another North American botanist interested in the Subjest of trees was F. B. Hough, the first official forester of

the united states Department of Agriculture. His son,
Romyn B. Hough, a graduate of Comell University, published a l'Handbook of th,e Trees of the Northeastem States
and canada''. In addition to this, he got Out a Very Valuable work on American woods. The collection is unique and
most valuable.
An American botanist Who has COntributed more than
any other man of the generation on the subject of trees in
North America is C. S. Sargent. He is the director of tlte
Am\old Arboretum near Boston, which, by the Way, ,1S
founded as a private instittution, but is supported, I believe,
by the city of Boston, in part, at least. Professor Sargent
is a graduate of Harvard University and was trained aS a
botanist. He early became interested in the Subject Of
trees and when the loth census of th,e United States was
taken in 1880 he was asked lby the United States govemment to make an examination of the forest tr'ees and forest
resources of North America. Professor Sargent gathered
together a v.ery large lamOunt of Valuable inform,ation, such

as had never before been brought together in a single com
plete volume. For instance, he took uP the Study of elaSticity of timbers, the fuel value of woods, and in addition
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made a complete study of geology, dist1-ibutiOn Of trees, etC.

Every forester should be familiar with this work.
sargent has lalso been interested in Other Phases Of botany. t'The Silva of North America" is a monumental work.
we will probably never have anything Published in North
America which will surpa\ss this work in CharaCt,er, illustralions and complete information COnneCted With the trees of
this country. The superb drawings Were all made by Mr.
Faxon of Boston and then sent tO Paris, where they Were
transferred to steel plates, printed and engraved.
you are alrfamiliar with the '{Manual of Trees of North
America.'' Dr. Sargent travelled extensively in the United
states, Mexico and Japan to study trees. He is a big man
from the standpoint of accomplishment on the study of
trees. He is a man of means and lhaS used his money tO a
good advantage.
Among the things Published by the Arnold Arboretum
is a very fine work on 'lGenus Pinus'' written by Shaw; a1so 'tconifers and Taxoids of Japan" by Wilson.
Dr. Charlles Mohr of Alabama is another man Who Was
greatly interested in a study of trees, especially those of
the southtern states. He published t'Plant Life of AlabaIPa"
and la work on Juniperus through the U. S. Forest SlervlCe.
He was an authority On trees Of the SOuthem States.
w. w. Ashe of North Carolina in the North Carolina
Geological and Economic Survey published a Paper On loblolly or North Carolina Pine. He described a good many
species of trees, crataegus, the hickories and oaks and has
named many other plants. I am inclined .to think he iS not
conservative enough in his naming of species, but he iS a delightful man to meet.
I want to mention the Work Of Dr. N. L. Britton on
'lNorth American Trees,'' which is a Standard book. The
deslcriptions are excellent and it is a valuable work for the
forester, although a little expensive for the student. Dr.
Britton is the director Of the New York Botanical Garden.
The work of another North American botanist in Connection with trees in sudworthJs "Forest Trees of the Pacific
slope.'' This is a very fine piece Of Work, With many fine
photographs of trees and terse descriptions.; notes on longevity of trees and reproduction make it an Invaluable work.
In addition to this Sudworth has issued many Other Papers.
one deals with the nomenclature of trees. Sudworth is connected with the u. S. Forlest Service.
I would like to call your attention to the work Of Willis
Linn Jepson. He is a professor of botany at the University
of california. His "Trees of California" is a popular work
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and contains -figures of the important trees of that state.
His "Silva of Califomia'' is fine, full and complete in every
detail.
Dr. William Trelease who is professor of Botany at the
University of Illinois, has always been interested in the
winter character of trees. He wrote ftplant Materials of
Decorative Gardening.'' He also wrote a book on the maples
and one on the hickories, giving the winter characteristics
of these tl~tees. Dr. Trelease is not only an able general botanist but a thorough taxonomist, a painstaking and critical
invest.igator. He published a paper on the ltoaks of North
America," .a fine paper on the mistletoes, and a good paper
on LeitnerlaCeae.
Something should be said about Dr. L. H. Bailey who

in his Encyclopedia of Horticulture has brought together a
large amount of valuable material on trees. He has been
especially interested in the genus populus.- He untangled
the mystery of many hybrid members of this genus. Dr.
Bailey.was formerly Director of the New York Agricultural
Experiment station, and was first interested in carex.
Then let me call your attention to the work of Blakeslee and Jarvis on trees. It is a valuable book.
A number of local tree floras have been published in
the United States; of these attention may be called to the
work of Prof. Brown ttTrees of New York," published by the
Syracuse University, College of Forestry. This excellent

treatise gives a description of the trees of that state, distributilon and keys, and illustrations with some general matters
on trees.
In one of the series of bullletins of the university of
Minnesota there is an excellent account of the trees of that
state by Prof. Clements. Dr. C. E. Bessey, formerly professop of botany at Iowa State College and later of the university of Nebraska published a list of the trees of NebI-aSka.
This publication appeared in the proceedings of the Iowa
Academy of Science. There is also a publication on the
ffTrees of North Carolina" by W. W. Ashe. Every student
in forestry should of course make frequent use of manuals
of botany for ea.stern North America. There are two manuals; one by Robinslon and Fernald, the revised edition
of Gray's Manual of Botany which is a splendid work. The
Gray manual has been used in our public schools and colleges
since 1848. The new edition has numerous figures. A second work covering a similar region is Britton's Manual. The
descriptions in this excellent manual are full and complete.
For the Rocky Mountain region, coulter and Nelson is an
lnValuablre Work. The descriptions are ample, a somewhat
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similar work Rydberg's "Flora of Colorado" is valuable. For
the Pacific northwest Prof. Piper's "Flora of Washington
and Adjacent Regions" must be consulted ; for the southem

states Chapman's "Flora of the Southem United States,"
though an old work, will be found useful. A much larger
work by Dr. Small will enable the student to identi±'y any
of the plan`ts in the eastern southem states. For west Texas
which has a peculiar flora the work of Dr. I. M. Coulter
must be used ; for New Mexico, "Flora of New Mexico,'' the
work of Wooton and Standley; for California, I think the
"Flora of Califomia" by Gray, Brewer and Watslon, is most
valuable, and of the m.ost recent works Professor Hall on
the "Flora of Middle California'J should be constllted. The
descriptions are simple and terse.
The forester should be thoroughly conversant with
ecological problems. CowlesJ "Ecology" gives, in an admirable way, the fundamental problems of ecology. Dr. Clements has published numerous papers on ecology. The one
most applicable to research problems is his work on "Research Methods in Ecology". The work of J. W. Harsi1-

berger, "Phytogeography of North America" is part of the
Engler Monographs. This work touches on the geology,
temperature and soils with reference to the distribution of
pants. The first g,eneral treatise on ecology published in
Europe, Warming's "Ecology", is a work that the forester
must consult. It was later translated into English by
Groom and Balfour.
The ecological factors in connection with the distributilon of forest trees are spl,endidly set forth by Dr. Shimek
in several papers one of which was published ln the Geology
of Harrison county, Iowa Geological Survey report, and in
a recent paper by Professor Fuller in conn,ection with thle
distribution Of trees along the ,streams in Illinois. I recall
also an excellent paper by Dr. Fernald on the distribution of
the Jack pine and its relation to siliclOuS SOilS.

R,ecently

Professor J. E. Kirkwood of Montana brought together some
excellent data on the distribution of trees in Montana, "Forest Distribution in the Northem Rocky Mountains." May I
also mention the paper By L. H. Pammel, G. B. MacDonald
and H. Clarke on the forest flora of southwestem Iowa. Another subject of special interest in this connection is that
pertaining to the germination of tree seeds. The work of
Sir John Lubbock, "Seeds and Seedlings'', will prove valuable. Miss C. M. King and I have made a study of the
germination of many Iowa trees and shrubs with a description of the juvenile forms. These papers have been published in Pl'oceedings of the Iowa Academy of Science. There
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is also an excellent paper by C. K. Schneider of Nebraska on
the germination of certain forest tree seeds.

On the general subject of transpiration of plants there
are somle excellent papers by Dr. Livingston; "The Resistance offered by Leaves to Transpirational Water Loss;"
"physiologilcal Temperature Indices for the Study of Plant,
Growth in Relation to Climate Conditions ;" by B. E. and G.
J. Livingston "Temperature Coefficients in Plant Geography
and climatalogy." A. L. Bakke has published several excellent papers on the subject, ttStudies on the Transpiring Power of plants as Indicators of Permanent Wilting," "Stud]'es

on the Transpiring Power of Plants as Indicated by the
Method of Standardized Hygrometric Paper," "Further Studies on the Foliar Transpiring Power in Plants'' by Bakke
and Livingston. Dr. Bakke and Professor Fuller have
brought out in English a work by Raunkiaer on ecology. The
subject of transpiration is important.
I want to call your attention to a few Of the works Of
some European botanists who have contributed tO Our knowledge of botanical problems connected with forestry; the exhaustive trleatise by Schimpfer on plant geography gives a
world's view of plants in different regions and their environmental condition. It is indispensible for the forester and is
a classic. Schimpfer died at an early age.
Along the line of plant physiology I might call attention 'to the old standard works by Julius Sachs, "Physiology
of plants," the work of Pfeffler "Physiology of Plants," and
that very fine work of Jost, "Lectures on Plant Physiology'."
A number of German treatises are important, for instancel
the work of Schneider on for,est trees, a description of the
more important forest trees of the world. The work of Von
Thumen on the forest trees of Central Europe. This work
has many fine colored illustrations. One of the older of the
German works is that of Koch, 'tDendrologie." This work
contains concise descriptions of trees.
Th,e Hartigs are prominently connected with -the fores-

try problems of Germany. The father of Robert Hartig published a work, "Anatomie and Physiologie der Holzpflanzen".
Robert Hartig is knovIl for his Classic WOrk On the diseases
of trees. His classic work on the diseases of tim.her, Published in several monographs like "Zersetzungs Erscheinungen des Holzes" (dry rot of timber) and his text book on dig-

eases of trees which was translated into English are important in a study of forest tree diseases. A son-in-law of Hartig, Dr. Tubeuf published a comprehensive work on diseases
of plants which was also translated into English. In this
connection the work of Sorauer t'Pflanzen Krankheiten'»
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should be mentioned. This work not only discuslses fully the
plant parasites, but in no other treatise of which I know,
are the non-parasitic diseases so fully considered. Th,e seeond edition is the work of Lindau. Sorauer was editor of
Zeitschrift fur Pflanzen Kranlcheiten. - Another German

treatise, that of Frank, "Die Krankh,eiten der Pflahzen" is
also a valuable reference work.
A critical English student, Marshall Ward published a
fine work "Timber and Some of Its Diseasles," making much
use lof the work of Hartig. Marshall Ward was a student
of Hartig. Mention might be made of the work of Massee
who published a volume on the diseases of plants.
One of the most profound Ge]man students of botany
was Anton DeBary whose research on anatomy and diseases
of plants are classic and invaluable. The student should be

familiar with "Comparative Anatomy of Flowering Plants
and Ferns'' and the work on "Fungi, Mycetozoa and Bacteria." The results of his profound researches on the life history and development of fungi in all th,eir essential detail
are accepted as fundamentally correct. For many years Dr.
DeBary wlas editor of Botanische Zeitung.
The Engler "Die Naturlichen PflanzenfamilienJ' is onJe Of

the most important monographic works, treating the whole
vegetable kingdom.
Every student of forest tree diseases should be fandliar
with that French lclassic of Tulasne, "Icones Fungorum."
The DeCandolle Monagraphs on flowering plants are important. The greatest work of the two DeCandolles, father
and son, is the "Prodromus."
There are many important English works of interest to
the forester. I shall only mention a few. The "Index Kew,ensis" is a most important work on the nomenclature of
flowering plants. The inception of this work is due to
Charles Darwin, who was often puzzled when it came to the
names of plants. The work appeared in three large quarto
volumes to which several supplements have been added.
Of course the Sudworth t{Nomenclature of Trees of
North America'' issued by the forest service is of great
value. Sargent in his "Silva" also gives the nomenclature
and N. L. Britton has done the samle in his "North American Trees." This handy volume on the trees of North America I should have mentioned earlier. The descriptions are
good and terse. The synonJmlS Of the trees of eastern North
America are given in Britton and Brown "Illustrated Flora
of Northern United States and Canada."
Returning to the subject of the diseases of forest trees
you should be familiar with the work of Spaulding on the
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"European Currant Rust on the White Pine in America,''

published as a bulletin from the Bureau of Plant industry.
The work of Herman von Schrenck on the decay and rot of
timber, "Diseases of Declduous Forest Tl-ees" is important.
I<'or a number of years Dr. v`on Schrenck was engaged by

the Bureau of Plant Industry to investigate some of these
diseases. since then a number of American investigators
have materially helped forest problems by a study of pecky
cypress, rot of Libocedrus and other forest trees. A critical study was made of the genus Gymnosporangium by Farlow, Thaxter and others. In a paper published as a bulletin
of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, I made a study
of the Iowa species of this genus. On the matter of identifying the fleshy fungi, many of which are injurious, the
work of Atkinson entitled "Studies of American Fungi"
should be consulted; also the ma.ny papers by Professor
peck, published in the New York State Museum reports.
Murrill in steveral papers made a study of the fleshy fungi,
"Edible and Poisonous Mushrooms," and publishled a fine
monograph on the pore fungi in North American Flora.
There are many plapers touching on several phases of
pathology bearing in an indirect way upon forestry by Me1bus, Gilman, Clinton, Trelease, Burril1, Erwin F. Smith, etc.
The Burrill papers especially because of his pioneer work
on the bacterial diseases of plants, and Erwin F. Smith for
the fine contributions on the bacterial diseases of plants.
There is one phase of the subject of botany of special
interest to th,e forester, namely grazing. Grazing has to do
with grasses, forage plants and plants poisonous to livestock. On the subject of gl~asses your attention should be
called to the taxonomic work of Geo. Vasey, F. LamsonScribner, W. J. Beat, Hitchcock and Thurber. Dr. Vasey,
while botanist of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture published
a number of papers on grasses and forage plants. One bu1letin with the cooperation of Richardson described some
of the more important grasses giving their chemical composition. Several large quartos were published, one "Grasses
of the Southwest.J' F. Lamson-Scribner, while agrostologist
of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture published a bulletin, "Key
to Genera of Grasses of the United States." Under his direction Shear prepared a paper on Bromus; Nelson one on
forage resources of the Red Desert of Wyoming. LamsonScribner was the author of "Grassles and Forage Plants of
the United Sltates." Dr. Bear published a two volume book
on the grasses of the United States; the first volume
a general account of pastures and mleadows, which included
a chapter on the diseases of grasses by Dr. Wm. Trelease.
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Lamson-Scribner, Vasey and Thurbe1~ described many new
grasses. Dr. A. S. Hitchcock, who is the agrostologist of the
government, has published a popular treatise on grasses, tfA
Textbook of Grasses." Hitchcock and Miss Chase have momographed Panicum and several othel- genera. In this connection I may call attention to Grasses of Iowa, One VOlume Published as bulletin four of the Iowa Geological survey and the
descriptive portion as Grasses of Iowa, Part II. The forest
range resources have not been neglected ; professor sampson cliscusses the forage resources in a paper on ltclimate
and Plant Growth in Certain Vegetative Associations,'' u.
S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bulletin 700.
Prof,essor Jardine has investigated the problem of
stock on the range in a bulletin "Range Management on the
National Forests." (Ja1~dine and Anderson, u. s. Dept. of
Agriculture, Bulletin 790.)
As to the matter of poisonous plants of the range, the
sevleral papers by Chesnut orl tlThirty Poisomous Plants of
the United States,'' "Some Poisonous Plants of Northem
Stock Ranges," ttSome Common Poisonous Plants,'' as well
as a paper by Chesnut and wilcox on ttstock-poisoning
Plants in Montana" are of comprehensive value on poisonous
plants as is also my tfManual of Poisonous Plants.'J
The forestry student should stal-t his botanical studies
correctly. What are some of the text books? Thirty-five
years ago the chief text books were Gray's Lessons in Rotany, and nothing bette1~ Of its kind has ever been issued
in the United States. This was revised and brought up to
date by Leavitt. Bessey's Botany is a general text book
vyhich first appeared in the eighti,es. It gave a comprehenslVe account Of the Structure, Physiology and classification
of plants. It was revised about ten years ago by Ermlest
Bessey. "Essentials of Botany,'' the work of Dr. Bessey
was a deservedly popular treatise. It was published while
Dr. Bessey was connected with Iowa State College, T. H.
MacBride, about 25 years ago published an admirable little
botany and Bastin "College Botany''. Campbell and Bames
also published textbooks of botany, all of these are excellent treatises. I should not forget to mention the book by
Goodale. "physiological Botany," a splendid work, and the
companion VOlume to GrayJs Structural Botany. Of the

more recent treatises, I might mention the university of
Chicago bob.anical texts by cowles, Barnes and coulter,' a
comprehensive work and struct;ural Botany by Gray.
One of the best agricultural botanies is I;he book by Dr.
I. N. Martin "Botany with Agricultural Applications.'' Dr.
Gager too, is the author of a good text on general botany
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and professor curtlS Of the Teachers' College, New York, is
the author of a "Textbook of General Botany."
on the subject of ecological anatomy, I know of nothing better than the work of Haberlandt, ttPflanzen Physio1ogischle Anatomie'', which has passed through several editions. one of the latest editions is translated into English
by Drummond.
Miss Ada Hayden published an interesting paper on the
Anatomy of Plants of a Prairie Province in the Journal of
Botany. Miss Ella Shimek, too, has discussed the anatomy
of some prairie plants. This papler was published in the
Iowa Academy of Science. There is also a very fine paper
by canon on the desert plants of the Sahara Algi,ers and
several papers by Forest Shrleve on the general subject of
climate and plants ; "The Vegetation of a Desert Mountain
Range as Conditioned by Climatic Factors'', "Rainfall as a
Determinant of Soil Moisture". Briggs and Shantz of the
I. s. Department of Agriculture in several papers issued as
bulletins from the Bureau of Plant Industry, have discussed
the factors underlying some of the problems in connection
with the growth of plants on the plains; "The Water Requirlement of Plants".

I have more than taken my allotted time and trust that

this little discussion will be of service to the forestry Students.

